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Solitary pulmonary nodules: what to do when the resection margin
is too close
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Introduction
Determination of the nature of solitary pulmonary nodules
(SPNs) remains a significant challenge. SPNs are rounded
opacities, well or poorly de-fined, measuring up to
3 cm in diameter (1). These lesions are discovered either
incidentally due to increased use of imaging technology
or on CT lung screening (2). Multiple methods of
determining SPN histology can be done but surgery
remains the mainstay of diagnosis and treatment for
lesions at high risk of being non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC) (3).
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
Guidelines recommend “margins of 2 cm or the size of
the nodule” for segmentectomy and wedge resection of
NSCLC (4). Margins under this size are considered close.
These recommendations were informed by the results of
Sawabata et al., Wolf et al., Takahashi et al., and Mohiuddin
et al. (5-8). Sawabata et al., reported on 118 NSCLC
sublobar resections and found that with margin distance
over 2 cm and margin distance greater than the maximum
tumor diameter that no malignant cells were identified at
the margin edge when cytopathologically examined (5).
Wolf et al. followed 138 patients who underwent sublobar
resection for Stage I NSCLC ≤2 cm and, over an average of
49.6 months, found that margin distance over 9 mm had the
greatest increase in locoregional-recurrence free survival
and a margin distance over 11 mm had the longest overall
survival (6). Mohiuddin et al. expanded on this work for
NSCLC ≤2 cm by examining 479 patients to 2 years after
sublobar resection (8). They found that a margin distance
of ≥1.5 cm significantly decreased the local recurrence
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risk. Lastly, Takahashi et al. examined 32 patients with a
median tumor size of 2.0 cm and showed that in 8 of their
9 recurrences, at a median follow up of 39 months, the
margin distance/tumor size ratio was <1 (7).
Compliance with the NCCN guidelines can be difficult
to achieve in practice due to location or other complexities
arising during the operation with the resulting tumor
margin being quite small. The discovery that the margin is
close can come either intraoperatively, on examination after
specimen removal from the body, or postoperatively several
days later when the patient has been potentially already
been discharged from the hospital. If the lesion proves
benign, then a close margin is acceptable. However, a close
margin in a lesion that is determined to be NSCLC is much
more concerning. Yet, how to deal with this problem is also
dependent on when the close margin is found, the location
of the tumor relative to the hilum (central vs. peripheral),
which lobe the tumor is in, and the patient’s medical status.
General principles
If the margin is found to be inadequate intraoperatively
then efforts should be made to obtain a better margin
before leaving the operating room (OR). Exceptions to
this would include if the patient is decompensating or if
additional resection would significantly compromise lung
function postoperatively. If the margin is found to be close
on final pathology the patient’s options need to be carefully
considered. The NCCN guidelines state that for Stage
IA to IIB NSCLC if a positive margin is found at time of
surgery then reresection should be performed (4). If the
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positive margin is identified after the original operation in
patients with good lung function and a peripheral lesion,
then return to the OR for additional sublobar resection can
be done with the awareness that the chances of completion
lobectomy are much higher depending on the duration
from the initial operation due to adhesions that develop
postoperatively. For completion resections of central
lesions, great care will be necessary during surgery as
fibrosis and scarring of hilar structures is almost certain to
be present due to lymph node sampling at initial surgery
and general healing in the area.
The decision to return to the OR for a close margin is
much more perilous for patients with poor lung function.
Typically, these patients have other comorbidities that make
extensive surgery prohibitive initially. Multidisciplinary
discussions with medical oncology and radiation oncology
are advised to determine the best course for the patient if
guideline concordant care is not possible. Patients may be
monitored more closely with serial imaging, undergo SBRT,
or chemotherapy as potential ways to manage the situation
(4,9,10).
In the remainder of this paper we will discuss our
recommendations for various scenarios after a sublobar
resection with a close margin. Peripheral is defined as outer
half of the lung and central is defined as the inner half of
the lung.
Right upper lobe sublobar resection with close
margin
The right upper lobe consists of three bronchopulmonary
segments; apical, posterior, and anterior. If the malignant
SPN that was resected was located peripherally and a close
margin was found intraoperatively, it is usually possible to
resect additional tissue to create a more proximal staple
line for patients with good preoperative lung function.
Similarly, additional resection at a later date can usually
be accomplished with few issues even in patients with
poor baseline lung function. More centrally located SPNs
may require completion lobectomy to achieve adequate
margins. This can usually be achieved in patients with
good lung function. Even in patients with poor lung
function, a completion lobectomy may be possible due
to the fact that, for most patients, the upper lobe has the
least function and they may get a lung volume reduction
surgery (LVRS)-type effect. This may require further
testing with a quantitative Ventilation/Perfusion (V/Q)
scan prior to return to the OR.
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Right middle lobe sublobar resection with close
margin
The right middle lobe presents several challenges due to
its smaller size and two segments. First, any resection for a
peripheral malignant SPN with close margin is likely to be a
completion lobectomy due to small size of lobe. The patient
and surgeon must be prepared preoperatively for this
eventuality. Second, if the determination of close margin is
made postoperatively, reresection surgery of the middle lobe
will be adjacent to the hilum. After lymph node sampling
of level 7 and 10 lymph nodes at initial surgery, this area
will have significant inflammation or scarring depending
on duration since original surgery (11). Third, the takeoff
of the right middle lobe bronchus from the bronchus
intermedius can make a completion lobectomy perilous and
potentially risk the right lower lobe if great care is not taken
during resection. A sleeve resection of the airway may be
needed. For patients with poor lung function, additional
resection should be considered carefully due to these risks.
Right lower lobe sublobar resection with close
margin
The right lower lobe is the largest contributor to lung
function due to its 5 segments. It often has less damage
from smoking-related parenchymal destruction (12). For
this lobe, if close margins are identified after resection of
peripherally located malignant SPNs with close margins,
either intraoperatively or after the original surgery, reresection is more feasible. Often a segmentectomy can be
done rather than a completion lobectomy. Patients with
poor lung function may even be candidates for sublobar
resection for peripheral lesions.
Central malignant SPNs present a larger issue if they
have close margins. Lesions located towards the diaphragm
may be candidates for reresection postoperatively as there
will be less scarring from hilar lymph node sampling
farther from the hilum. However, lesions located closer
to the hilum that didn’t initially require lobectomy and
need additional resection may mandate lower lobectomy
intraoperatively. Through careful dissection due to hilar
adhesions, bilobectomy can generally be avoided for these
patients if they are taken back at a later date. Patients with
poor baseline lung function and central lesions may not be
able to withstand additional resection on an effort to obtain
a better margin. These patients may require radiation or
chemotherapy treatments to complete therapy for their
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malignant SPNs.
Left upper lobe sublobar resection with close
margin
The left thoracic cavity presents unique challenges given
how much of the chest is occupied by the heart, aorta, and
origins of the carotid and subclavian arteries. For peripheral
SPNs of the left upper lobe, if close margins are found
intraoperatively, additional resection does not typically
present an issue for patients with good lung function. If
a close margin is found postoperatively for a peripheral
lesion, additional resection can be done for patients with
good lung function with the understanding a completion
lobectomy may be necessary depending on the remaining
parenchyma. Patients with poor lung function may be
candidates for lobectomy on upper division segmentectomy
due to worse function in the upper love for most patients
with emphysema. Again, workup with quantitative V/Q
scan can help determine this.
Central SPNs are more challenging for additional
sublobar resection secondary to the proximity of the great
vessels and the heart. Additional resection intraoperatively
or on return to the OR will almost invariably require
lobectomy if cancer has been found. Significant care must
be used if return to the OR is delayed due to adhesions
in the hilum. Patients with central SPNs and poor lung
function should be counseled extensively on the risks of
lobectomy at initial surgery and again for a planned return
to the OR for an oncologic margin. Adjuvant therapy is
worth considering in these cases with a multidisciplinary
team.
Left lower lobe sublobar resection with close
margin
Peripheral SPNs with close margins in the left lower lobe,
like the right lower lobe, can typically undergo additional
resection without completion lobectomy due to the large
amount of parenchyma of the four lobar segments even for
patients with poor lung function. When the close margin is
identified during initial surgery, and especially if returning
later to the OR, additional resection may entail lobectomy.
Depending on the proposed degree of resection, adjuvant
treatment may be advisable for malignant SPNs for patients
with poor lung function. Even some patients with good
lung function who have become marginal in performance
may benefit from adjuvant therapy vs. resection.
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Conclusions
While we have tried to present the preceding recommendations
in a straightforward manner, the decision of what to do
with a close margin for a malignant SPN is extraordinarily
challenging. In general, peripheral SPNs in patients with good
lung function can undergo additional resection when a close
margin is discovered intraoperatively or on final pathology.
Patients with poor lung function and peripheral SPNs need to
be evaluated for possible lobectomy if additional resection is
needed and this potential discussed with patients before their
first surgery. Similarly, the possibility of lobectomy should
be discussed at the outset for all patients with central SPNs
regardless of lung function. Careful preoperative workup with
echocardiogram to measure Pulmonary Artery pressure and a
quantitative V/Q scan will aid in decision making.
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